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Spring Arrives Today!  

In the midst of the Lenten season with its traditions of sacrifice, introspection and change, we all 

can celebrate the arrival of SPRING!!  After a decent winter with more than the usual cold and a 

continued snow blanket, the 50F days we are being treated with starts to reawaken young and old 

to getting outdoors, shedding jackets & boots, letting the breeze refresh the house and preparing 

for green.  And as we prepare for the Easter celebration, the arrival of spring seems the perfect 

moment for evaluating our faith with new potential.  We all long for the greening of grass, the 

leafing of trees and the migration of birds that bring new life to our environment this season.  How 

do you anticipate your own faith as we prepare ourselves for Easter?   

Today’s Upper Room Disciplines devotion includes the Parable of the Prodigal Son, Luke 15:11-

32.  We all recall this story of the son that has remained devoted and worked diligently with his 

father while the son who left home, squandered is fortunes and lived a disrespectful life returns 

home to be welcomed with a huge feast of celebration which totally angers the hard-working son.  
31 “‘My son,’ the father said, ‘you are always with me, and everything I have is yours. 32 But we had to celebrate and 

be glad, because this brother of yours was dead and is alive again; he was lost and is found.’” (Luke 15:31-32).  

Quite often we can find ourselves within this parable.  Sometimes we may be the hard-working 

sibling that feels under appreciated.  Other times we may be the prodigal that has strayed from our 

faith or belief and some life event brings us back to values we had neglected. 

Let us EACH take a moment this first day of new spring to consider how we may be active or 

inactive in our faith journey.  Just as we relish the freshness of spring, how can we relish our efforts 

to practice our faith through prayer, worship, thought or service? Or just as spring brings new life, 

how do we bring new life to our faith that we may have let slide or abandoned?  We can all join the 

prodigal return with the coming of Easter.  With pandemic easing we can return to in-church 

worship,  we can seek to find service in the community, we can support those in our congregation 

who may need friendship or caring, we can sacrifice something to contribute to our church 

stewardship programs, we can join a Bible study or class, we can invite a new family to visit or join 

our church family, we can find many new things that bring joy to our families, our community and 

beyond.   Happy Spring to all!! 

Creator God, forgive our moments of ingratitude, 

the spiritual blindness that prevents us from appreciating the wonder that is this world, 

the endless cycle of nature, of life and death and rebirth. 

Forgive us for taking without giving, reaping without sowing. 

Open our eyes to see, our lips to praise, our hands to share, 

and may our feet tread lightly on the road that, together, we travel. 

 


